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When Jasper’s plane took off, it was
already 7:20 in the evening.
At this time, almost all Harbor City media
outlets received invitations.
The party that sent the invitations was
the branch of JW Company in Harbor City.
There was not much content on the
invitation letter, but it stated that a press
conference would be held at 8 a.m. and all
reporters from major media were invited.
At the same time, this press conference
would be broadcast live across Harbor
City.
Some reporters with a keen sense of smell
were aware that something big would
definitely happen.
This was reminiscent of JW Company’s
arrival in Harbor City, which had caused
the greatest sensation in the shortest
time. It was as if JW’s main business was
printing banknotes, and they did not care
about the amount of money they invested
heavily in Harbor City. While everyone
was digesting this, news broke out that
Wendy, the president of JW Company, was
kidnapped.
After everything that had happened, everyone in Harbor City from the old
to the young knew about JW, let alone those i n the media.
Under such circumstances, JW’s press
conference this time was particularly
interesting.
No matter what news was going to be released, reporters had an intuition
that it would be of utmost importance.

Meanwhile, the news that was impossible to hide also reached Fabian’s
ears instantly.
After narrowing his eyes slightly, Fabian
called Phoenix directly in front of Kayden.
The call was quickly answered.
“”Boss, it’s me.”
Upon hearing Phoenix’s quiet and normal voice on the phone, Fabian felt a
little relieved.
“How’s your situation over there?”
Phoenix replied, “We’re fine but it’s so chaotic outside and we dare not go
out at all.”
Phoenix, who was now in Harbor City, carefully glanced at Henry, who had
a sneer on his face, and Wendy, who was sitting next to him. Then, he read
the script that was prepared for him in advance.
One had to admit that Phoenix, who had been on the streets for many
years, was still good at acting.
After all, they had seen people from all backgrounds and trades.
Therefore, learning how to act according to the situation was a basic skill.
Otherwise, they would be dragged outside to feed the stray dogs if they
offended some bigwigs.
Phoenix’s words did not arouse Fabian’s
suspicion.
“It’s good that you don’t dare to go out. You must not appear in front of
strangers now, or else, even I can’t save you.”
Phoenix swallowed and said, “Boss, don’t worry. At this point, I will go to
the end of this matter with you. Are you still worried? Do you want to talk
to Wendy?”
“Are you crazy?”
Fabian, who was worried that Wendy would know his identity, roared.
Although his tone was harsh, his expression relaxed.

If Phoenix dared to let Wendy talk to him, i t would indicate that there was
indeed no problem there.
“Okay, do this well and you will get what I promised. Get ready to live the
rest of your life like a king.”
After he said that, Fabian hung up.
´After putting the phone down, Fabian looked at Kayden and said,
“Everything should be fine over there.”

